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Assamese start-up
launches tea named
after Zelenskyy

Unfolding global developments
pose risks to Indian economy

I ndia's macro-economic fundamentals remain strong but
the unfolding global developments pose downside risks
in terms of spillover, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)

said in its monthly bulletin recently. Even though India is
making steady progress on the domestic front, the spiralling
oil and gas prices, and unsettled financial market conditions
also pose fresh headwinds to the still incomplete global
recovery, it observed.

The RBI once again 
highlighted the risks 
emanating from virtual
currencies, and noted that
crypto technology is
underpinned by a
philosophy to evade 

govern-
ment controls, and threaten the

financial sovereignty of a country,
and make it susceptible to strategic
manipulation

Indian-origin Manjeet Mann's
children's book 'The Crossing'
shortlisted for UK's Yoto
Carnegie Medal

I ndian-origin 
author Manjeet
Mann has been

shortlisted for her chil-
dren's book, 'The
Crossing', a tale of a
little girl's friendship
with an Eritrean
refugee, for the UK's
prestigious Yoto
Carnegie Medal. Mann,
a UK-based author,
actress, playwright and
screenwriter, has been
previously-shortlisted
for her debut children's
novel 'Run, Rebel'. 'The
Crossing' is her second novel, and recently won the 2022
Costa Children's Book Award.

 The other seven
books on the 2022
shortlist include:
'October, October' by
Katya Balen; 'Guard
Your Heart' by Sue
Divin; 'When the Sky
Falls' by Phil Earle;
'Everyone Dies Famous
in a Small Town' by
Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock;
'Tsunami Girl' by Julian
Sedgwick; 'Cane
Warriors' by Alex
Wheatle; and 'Punching
the Air' by Ibi Zoboi
and Yusef Salaam

S even-year-old Parnika
Shrotriya is all set to
come out with a book on

fireflies, which talks about 
celebrating oneself and one's
identity, and also of inclusivity.
Titled ‘The Dark Firefly’, the book
will be published by Manjul
Publishing House in 
collaboration with
TheHappyMomsCafe. Filled with
colourful illustrations and fun
facts on fireflies, the book is
aimed at children aged 4-7 years.

The story talks about
the importance of cele-
brating oneself and find-
ing pride in one's own
identity. It will inspire
children to identify their
true potential and cele-
brate their uniqueness,

the publisher said

7-year-old girl pens book on inclusivity, identity

T
he year 2022, already off to a baking-
hot start, is likely to be among the top
10 hottest years, said a new data
released by the US agency— the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). The agency in its monthly report said that
the global surface temperature in January and
February was the ssiixxtthh hhiigghheesstt oonn rreeccoorrdd, and this
development indicates that 2022 will rank among
the top 10 hottest years.

The study revealed that there was 28.6%
chance that 2022 would be in the top ffive
hottest yyears. In fact, some experts predict
that there is a 2.8% chance that 2022 wwould
be tthe hhottest yyear eever-rrecorded, according
to a report in The Independent.
The NOAA said that February was the 7th
hottest month globally in 143 years at 0.81

Celsius above the 20th-cen-
tury average of 12.1 Celsius.
The climate change has led
to warmer winters global-
ly, and this can lead to

several extreme
impacts, it added.

DATA CONFIRMS CODE RED FOR
EARTH: 2022 TO BE AMONG 10
HOTTEST YEARS ON RECORD

BOOK

 In its fourth year,
the Shadowers'
Choice Award —
voted for and award-
ed by the children
and young people,
who shadow the
Medals - will also be
announced at the
ceremony
 The awards, the
UK's longest running
children's book
awards, are 
sponsored by Yoto, a
screen-free audio
platform for 
children

A romica Tea, an Assam-based startup, has launched a CTC
tea named after the Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy to "honour his valour and courage" in the

face of Russian invasion. Ranjit Barua, the director of Aromica
Tea, said that the brand ‘Zelenskyy', a strong Assam CTC tea,
was launched recently. "The basic idea is to honour the valour
and courage of the president, who rejected the US offer to
escape the war-torn country. Zelenskyy said, he does not need
a free ride but ammunition. This shows his character," Barua
maintained.

According to the tea board data, Russia, the largest
importer of Indian tea, had sourced 34.09 million kg of
brew in 2021. Ukraine, on the other hand, imported 1.73
million kg tea from India during the same year. Tea
planters and exporters have recently expressed concern
over their possible impact on shipments to Russia, amid
the war. Exporters fear that payments, which are usually
in dollars, would get affected, with the US having
imposed sanctions on Russia

U
krainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy has said that the siege
of Mariupol will go down in histo-
ry as war crimes by Russia's mili-

tary. "To do this to a peaceful city, what
the occupiers did, is a terror that will be
remembered for centuries to come,'' he
said. Earlier, the city council of Mariupol
said, Russian forces forcefully deported
several thousand people from the
besieged city last week, after Russia
had spoken of "refugees" arriving from
the strategic port.
 More than a fifth of the 44 million
people, who were living in Ukraine
before Russia invaded the country last
month, have been internally-displaced
or have fled to other countries, accord-
ing to the estimates from the United

Nations. For those who remain in the
country, millions face a daily struggle
for survival, as cities are hit hard by
fighting, run low on food, lack clean
water, have no access to medical care,
and operate in many places without heat
and electricity.

MEANWHILE, UKRAINE’S
NATIONAL ANTHEM
REVERBERATES AROUND
THE WORLD
Since Russia invaded Ukraine, the 
soaring melody of Ukraine’s national
anthem has been heard worldwide—
from anti-war protests in Moscow to the
stages of major concert halls, from NBA
arenas to TikTok posts. Known by its
opening line, “Ukraine’s glory has not
perished,” the anthem is being
heard daily in Ukraine too,
played by military bands
in the middle of bomb-
damaged cities, sung
tearfully by women
sweeping up debris in
their homes and, on
Saturdays, in a vital open-

air performance by an opera company in
the port city of Odesa, despite fears of
an imminent Russian bombing campaign.

On a Monday night recently, the
anthem shook the

Metropolitan Opera House
in New York, whose white
travertine exterior was
draped in an enormous
Ukrainian flag and bathed

in blue-and-yellow lights
for its ‘Concert for Ukraine.’

FROM GROUND ZERO

Paul
Kubicek, a political

scientist at the Oakland
University in Michigan, said

the anthem was penned in the
1860s when much of what is
today Ukraine was part of

the Russian empire

WILL INDIA GO FOR IT:
New Delhi has hinted that it may
take up the offer to buy crude oil
and other commodities at a dis-
count, in a sign that it wants to keep
its key trading partner on board,
despite western attempts to isolate
Moscow through sanctions. India,
which imports 80% of its oil needs,
usually buys only about 2-3%  from
Russia. But with oil prices up by
40%  so far this year, the govt is
looking at increasing this to reduce
its rising energy bill. Interestingly,
there is no govt-to-govt  arrange-
ment for oil trade between India
and Russia. The majority of the
crude oil purchase from Russia for
India has been done by the Indian
Oil Corporation (IOC) in the past. In
fact, according to sources, the IOC
has bought 3 mn barrels of crude
oil that Russia had offered at steep
discount. Apart from oil, India is also
looking for cheaper fertiliser from
Russia and Belarus, according to
one of the officials.

WHY INDIA IS TEMPTED
TO TAKE UP THE OFFER:
 India is heavily dependent on
imports to meet its oil requirements.
Nearly 85% of the country's average
daily crude oil requirement of around
5 million barrels is met through
imports.

 The rise in crude oil prices put
huge pressure on the Indian econo-
my. High crude oil prices pose infla-
tionary, fiscal, and external sector
risks. India's Budget calculations for
the financial year 2022-23 have been
made with an assumption of crude
oil price of $70 to $75 per barrel.

 Crude oil prices have surged due
to the Russia-Ukraine conflict. It
soared to nearly $140 a barrel earli-
er this month.

 Being a major importer, India has
to keep exploring competitive prices.
A heavy discount offered by Russia is
an opportunity. It is extremely
important from the perspective of
the Indian economy, say experts.

Amid economic
sanctions by the West
on Russia in the wake of
its invasion on Ukraine,
Moscow, undeterred by
these sanctions, has
offered oil and other
commodities at a heavy
discount...

What is at stake?

1 India's decision to increase
crude oil trade and economic
engagements with Russia would

have huge diplomatic and eco-
nomic ramifications

2 Besides, one major 
challenge 
in the India-

Russia oil trade is the
payment system.
According to sources,
the two countries have
been exploring the pos-
sibility of setting up a

rupee-rouble trade mechanism for pay-
ing for oil and other goods

3Apart from the payment mecha-
nism, there are several other
issues that need to be worked out,

including insurance and
freight. In the time of

military conflict, the
insurance cost
goes up substan-
tially. India's
import of oil
from Russia has
traditionally
been low due to

high freight

WILL IT AFFECT
INDO-US RELATIONS?

Although the US has acknowl-
edged that crude oil purchases
by India would not violate US

sanctions, it has warned that it
would put India on the wrong side
of history. The US has been put-

ting increasing pressure on
India to distance itself

from Russia

WHY IS RUSSIA SELLING
OIL AT DISCOUNTED PRICES
WHY THIS DISCOUNT:
The sanctions by the West, including the SWIFT ban—a secure platform for
financial institutions to exchange information about global monetary trans-
actions such as money transfers— has  been hurting the Russian oil compa-
nies, and a discount is perhaps a calculative way to hold onto the cus-
tomers and increase sales, amid crippling business and trade, say experts.

X-PLAINED

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2022/3/2022_3$file20_Mar_2022_191121353.pdf
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LANGUAGE LAB
PICS: ISTOCK

C
omposition and comprehension are
two main aspects in language
learning. Comprehension refers to
an individual’s ability to under-
stand a text whereas composition

is the creation of something like a written
work. The main difference between com-

position and comprehension is that
composition involves creating

something whereas comprehen-
sion involves understanding
something that has been created
by someone else.
Comprehension:
Comprehension refers to a per-
son’s ability to understand. In
language learning, students’
competency is tested through
two types of comprehension

activities known as reading com-
prehension and listening compre-

hension. Reading comprehension
involves reading a text and under-

standing its meaning whereas listening
comprehension involves listening to a text

(dialogue, announcement, speech, etc.) and
understanding its meaning.

Composition: Composition refers to a cre-
ative work or the act of producing a creative
work. In the world of education, composition
mainly refers to written work. Various writ-
ten works such as letters, essays, short sto-
ries, poems, short narratives, etc. all belong
to the broad spectrum of compositions.
Although composition mainly refers to writ-
ten work, it can also sometimes refer to
other creations such as a piece of music or
even an impromptu speech.

Queries relating to language skills
Do you find grammar confusing? Do you get stuck with words when writing a
letter, an essay or a blog? Do you have a fear of public speaking? Or do you
simply want to improve your communication skills? Times NIE is here to
help you to master the intricacies of the English language. Just shoot us
your queries on toinie175@gmail.com

Against The Clock
Meaning: If you work against the clock, you
are trying very hard to finish something
before a deadline
Use: The detectives are working against
the clock to find the evidence they need.

Around the clock
Meaning: All day and all night
Use: The doctors worked around the clock

to look after
the child in pain.

Call it a day/night
Meaning: Decide that you have finished
doing something for now
Use: We’ve been working on this project
since morning. Let’s call it a day, and finish
it tomorrow.

It’s high time
Meaning: It’s the right time to do some-
thing, or past the appropriate time to do
something.
Use: It’s high time he met with me to
resolve this issue.

Third time’s a charm
Meaning: The third time you do something
it will finally work.
Use: I had to ask her out three times
before she said yes. Well you know… Third
time’s a charm.

At the eleventh hour
Meaning: Almost too late or at the last pos-
sible moment.
Use: We barely made the deadline, there
was so much to do in this project we
turned it in at the eleventh hour.

Someone’s days are
numbered
Meaning: they will not exist for much
longer
Use: After it got knocked over by that
truck, my bike’s days are numbered.

Never in a month of
Sundays
Meaning: very, very unlikely to happen
Use: Shelley will never in a month of
Sundays agree to go out with Richard!

Since time immemorial
Meaning: for a very, very long time; since
before anyone can remember
Use: Our school has had the same, ugly
uniform since time immemorial.

On someone’s watch
Meaning: during the time that someone is
in charge, while someone is on duty.
Use: Mark has got a bruise on his leg again.
Why do kids always get hurt on your
watch?

VERANDAH
Since there were no verandahs in England
because of its cold weather, the word never
existed in English before the British interac-
tion with India, where almost every house
had one, usually for the family to enjoy the
breeze on hot days. Interestingly, the word
veranda itself came to Hindi via
the Portuguese.

DINGHY
The English word dinghy
was derived from the Hindi
word dingi or dingiya that
was used for small row-
ing boats that trav-
elled through the shel-
tered waters of Indian
rivers and along the
Indian coasts to fish
and to transport pas-
sengers and freight in
the olden days.  

JUGGERNAUT
This word has its roots
in the fascinating
Jagannath yatra – a
religious procession in
Puri in Orissa where a

giant carriage carries the image of Lord
Jagannath, and which devotees are said
to have sometimes thrown themselves
under. The British also use it to refer to
very large trucks.

THUG
A descendent of the Hindi

word thag, meaning a
thief or a swindler, it
entered the English lan-

guage early in the
19th century. The
thags were organ-
ized bands of noto-
rious robbers who
would travel across
India, befriending
travellers before

looting and killing
them.

SHAMPOO
Becoming a part of the English language
in the 18th century, the word shampoo is
derived from the Hindi word champo,
meaning to squeeze, knead or massage.
In Britain, the term and concept was
introduced by a Bengali trader, who,
along with his wife, opened a shampooing
bath in Brighton in 1814.

CATAMARAN
An early-17th century word that means a
yacht or a boat with twin hulls in parallel.
It is derived from the Tamil kattumaram,
or literally tied wood.

BANDANA
A large, colourful handkerchief, usually tied
around the head. It is said to have come
into usage around the mid-18th century,
from the Hindi bandhna, meaning to tie.

DEKKO
A quick look or glance. Originally used by
the British army in India in the late 19th
century, this one is a bit easy to fathom. It
draws its meaning from the Hindi dekho or
look, the imperative of dekhna.

CHEETAH FROM CHITA
(HINDI) FROM CHITRAKA
(SANKSKRIT)
The Hindi word chita, meaning leopard,
finds its origin in the Sanskrit word
chitraka, meaning hunting leopard or
tiger, which literally translates to
speckled or distinctively marked. And
that’s where the long-legged, big cat from
Africa gets its name, from its distinct
black spots.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

D
id you know that there was-
n’t an English word for the
colour “orange” until 200
years after the citrus fruit of
the same name arrived in

Europe. Before then, the colour was
called “yellow-red.” Similarly ancient
languages, including Greek, Chinese,
Hebrew, and Japanese, didn’t have a
word for blue. It’s either “siniy” (dark
blue) or “goluboy” (light blue). These
are examples of the ways in which
colour categories are shaped by culture.

Different languages and cultural groups
also carve up the colour spectrum dif-
ferently. Some languages like Dani, spo-
ken in Papua New Guinea, and Bassa,
spoken in Liberia and Sierra Leone, only
have two terms, dark and light. 

HOW DOES COLOUR
ENTER LANGUAGE?
A groundbreaking study done by Brent
Berlin and Paul Kay in 1969 showed that
colours enter language in a fixed order.

If a language
has only two
basic colour cat-
egories, they are
dark and light.
Next comes red,
then green and yel-
low, then blue. So, if a
language has just five
color categories, they will
always be black, white, red,
yellow, and green. Finally, blue
and then brown enter the color

lexicon.
Most languages have between two

and eleven basic colour categories. And
yet, some – including Bellonese, Mursi,
Pirahã, Warlpiri, Kalam, and Yele – have
none. Rather than using colour as a
principal category for dividing up the
world, they focus on other characteris-

tics, such as pattern,
ripeness, brightness,

translucence,
humidity, shape,
or location.
Where an
English speaker
might say, “I

hate brown
bananas,” they

might say, “I hate
ripe bananas,” or, “I hate

soft bananas.” Colour is not the pre-
ferred method of interpreting the physi-
cal world for them.

SEE THE SPECTRUM
The human eye can perceive millions of
different colours, but the number of
categories human languages use to
group those colours is much smaller.
Some languages use as few as three
colour categories (words corresponding
to black, white, and red), while the lan-
guages of industrialized cultures use up
to 10 or 12 categories. In a new study,
MIT cognitive scientists have found that
languages tend to divide the “warm”
part of the color spectrum into more
color words, such as orange, yellow,
and red, compared to the “cooler”
regions, which include blue and green.
This pattern, which they found across
more than 100 languages, may reflect
the fact that most objects that stand
out in a scene are warm-colored, while
cooler colors such as green and blue
tend to be found in backgrounds, the
researchers say.

ANALYSE THIS

LET’S REPHRASE

LANGUAGE
OF COLOUR

Is the sky really blue? It depends on what language 
you speak. Let’s see how our language influences our

colour perception…

Languages
that don’t have a
separate word for

blue often group green
and blue together in
one category, which
linguists call grue.

WORD GETS AROUND

10 COMMON ENGLISH
WORDS THAT WERE 

BORROWED FROM HINDI

BEST IDIOMS
ABOUT TIME
Time is a big part of life, and there are a lot of
English phrases and expressions that are related
to it. Here are some of the most popular ones

A type of working clothes consisting of trousers with 
a bib held up by straps over the shoulders, made of calico,
denim or similar coarse material. Its usage dates back to
the late 17th century. The Oxford English Dictionary
attributes its derivation to the Hindi dungri, although it is
unclear what it means.

DUNGAREES

COMPREHENSION
VS COMPOSITION
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Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
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The Indian Education System is a
subject to criticism globally. One
of the most common criticism for

school education is that ‘most of the
things that we are taught do not have a
practical application in life’ This state-
ment has its own nuances, a person pur-
suing a career in the STEM field would
not have a major application of econom-
ics in their career similarly a person pur-
suing a career in the sector of finance
does not require the knowledge of quan-
tum physics. I find the application of
what we learn up until we choose our
subjects to be very niche. There are
some things that are applicable, but
those things vary depending on the stu-
dent and their career choices. The

appropriate criticism would be that stu-
dents need not study the subjects they
are not interested in irrespective of the
career choices that would be available to
them. The purpose of education is not to
make children capable of earning but
passing on knowledge to them about
what they are interested in. They should
be given the freedom to choose the sub-
jects they want to study after they pass
primary school. Also the rise of hustle
culture has led to the popularity
of this opinion that school is
useless, what school does the
best is to help us adapt our-
selves within a group of unknown
species. 
Also the examinations that the

children have to take is criticised.
Memorising things with the rise of tech-
nology is something that should be erad-
icated because the function of memory
is to guide us through situations using
past experience. The exam taking meth-
ods need to be changed and the ques-
tions should be based on the student’s
understanding of the subject and not on
rote learning. Exams should be based on
understanding of concepts to improve

our knowledge of the subject. As a
whole, the Indian Education
System thus needs a change to
churn out more citizens in every
field.

Mayank Mundhra, 

Apeejay School, Park Street

INDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM - AN OVER-CRITICISED ENTITY

Children, earlier, spent their
leisure time on a holiday run-
ning in the bright sunshine,

jumping in puddles of rainwater,
climbing trees, rolling in the green
grass of the playground around and
even chasing butterflies and birds.
Now, the great majority of 21st cen-
tury children are raised indoors,
which is bad for their health and
mental wellbeing.

Allergies, asthma, autoimmune
diseases and even obesity and coeli-
ac ailments are all rooted in over
protected childhood, as children are
not exposed to natural environment.
Therefore, without exposure to dirt
and germs early in life, the immune
system doesn’t learn to control its
reaction to everyday invaders such
as dust and pollen.

However, allowing children to
get dirty doesn’t mean the parents
should abandon hygiene. Here are
some ways parents can encourage
children to build up their natural
immune system:

 Encourage outdoor play—Allow
children put their hands and feet in

water, dig the garden, play in the
mud, pick worms and catch frogs
and tadpoles and in this way
befriend good bugs.

 Avoid the excessive use of
sterlised and antiseptic products-
Continuous use of these products is
preventing the development of
healthy gut bacteria which are
important for enhancing immunity

 Stay active and practice regular
exercise to build your immune sys-
tem.

 Have a well-balanced diet.

 Consuming fermented edible
–Yogurt is important as it injects
microbes into the gut and therefore
helps in proper digestion.

These lifestyle and dietary
changes today can strengthen chil-
dren’s immune 
system.

PRIYA JHA, 

vice-principal primary,

Zebar School for

Children, Ahmedabad

Childhood and immunity building

Krishnagar Public School celebrates National
Voters’ Day with virtual mock election

K
rishnagar Public School organised
virtual Mock Election 2022 on the oc-
casion of National Voters’ Day, a day
observed to mark the foundation of

the Election Commission of India on January
25 1950. This day is observed nationwide to en-
courage, facilitate and maximize enrolment es-
pecially for new voters.

With the nation implementing sev-
eral educational innovations since adopt-
ing NEP 2020, among which one of the
major practices is that of Experiential
Learning. The students from their up-
per middle school throughout the sec-
ondary and senior secondary learn
about the policies and practices of the
election process in the country. The so-
cial science department at Krishnagar
Public School conceived of this unique
activity with the students of classes VIII
to XII to ensure holistic learning for the
students. Incidentally, the department
also organised virtual Mock Parliament
with the students from classes IX to XII
to commemorate International Day of
Parliamentarism on June 30 last year.

This mock elections were held virtually on
this significant day. However, the planning and
preparation started weeks ago. Though there
were only eleven nominated candidates from
eleven parties, there were several students who
silently remained in the background, sup-
porting their leaders during their campaign,
designing the party emblem, framing the par-
ty’s motto, or putting together the various agen-
da for the campaign. There were others who
took up the role of the various officials, from
the Chief Election Commissioner, guiding the
rules and regulations of the election process,
to polling booth officials creating the electoral
rolls - unique IDs issued for all voters, to the
polling officers, who oversaw the entire voting
process sharing the link of the poll and the po-
lice personnel, who ensured fair and clean elec-
tions. The voters included all the students from
classes VIII to XII, irrespective of their stream
or subject combination, all teachers, staff and
the management of the school.

The promotion team for the different par-
ties started campaigning and promoting their
parties through short videos and posters in-
troducing their candidates a couple of weeks
before the election. A flipbook containing the
agendas and promises of the candidates were
published for information of all voters a few
days before the election day. On the day of the
election, all the students joined through a vir-
tual meeting and experienced the candidates
orating their electoral speech addressing the
voters directly for the first time. Every voter -
students, teacher or management were given
their electoral roll (unique ID) so as to main-
tain discretion and fairness in the voting
process. After the counting of votes on Janu-

ary 29 following the smooth conduct of
the election the CEC Adrija De of class
XII announced the success of the electoral
process and declared the results. True to
the nature of the multi-party democracy
that we are, none of the ‘mock parties’ ac-
tually got a clear majority to move for-

ward, hence if was decided that the top
three parties will form an alliance to lead
a coalition government.

Principal Sankar Prasad Dutta ap-
plauded the students saying, “The work
that you have presented is truly ad-
mirable. We feel so proud of our students,

be that the way the leaders
presented their party’s agen-
da, or the way the officials
conducted the procedure, or
all the background work
which continue for weeks in-
cluding designing the em-
blem and motto of each par-
ty, entire campaigning
process.” He also praised his
team especially the social sci-
ence department headed by
Debarati Bhattacharya say-
ing, “It is indeed a genuine
demonstration of experien-
tial learning! Our teachers
have set example for the en-
tire teaching fraternity!”

St. Augustine’s Day School Shyamnagar
holds public speaking competition

S
t. Augustine’s Day School Shyam-
nagar, always thrives to cater to
the all-round development of
their students. The main focus

of the school has always been on im-
proving the soft skills among the stu-
dents. With this intention in mind the
public speaking competition was held
on Zoom platform for the students of
from classes III to VIII. The competition
took place on different days for differ-
ent classes, starting from January 5 to
17.

The different genres in which the
contestants spoke were News illustra-
tion inspired by IGRAASP, JAM,and
Word Concoction.

Selective pupils from classes III to
VIII were categorised under category A
and category B. Eminent personalities
such as Mario Martin Lois, Archita Ti-
wari, Priyanka Chatterjee, Jonaki
Banerjee, Nathan Gasper Chowdhury,
Sanjay Dey, Sayani Chatterjee, Purbali
Roy Das, Tithi Chakraborty were invit-
ed to judge the enthusiastic young ora-
tors. Amidst the warm presence of the
managing committee members, princi-
pal Rev. Rodney Borneo addressed the
parents, faculties and students with his
spectacular oration. The judges were
mesmerised with the exuberant oration
of the young orators.The names of the
winners were declared to accelerate the

young speakers and all were felicitated
with words of appreciation. The young
minds really enjoyed the session.

BDM International holds virtual sports meet

“Sports do not build char-
acter, they reveal it.’’

B
DMI believes in pro-
moting the mental as
well as physical well-
being of the students.

Sports not only ensures the stu-
dents’ physical growth and de-
velopment but also inculcates
in them the spirit of sports-
manship, healthy competition
and co-ordination.

The Virtual Sports Meet
was held on January 28 with
an aim to honour the zeal, en-
thusiasm and undeterred spir-
its of our students from the tod-
dlers to the senior secondary
level.

The chief guest was Arun
Lal, the eminent Indian crick-
eter and cricket commentator.
He emphasised the essentiali-
ty of sports in everyone’s life
and also shared his radical thought that
‘’If one hasn’t played sports, one is half
educated.’’ He also congratulated the
students for putting up such a fasci-

nating virtual sports meet overcoming
the pandemic challenges.

The principal Madhumita Sengup-
ta appreciated the students’ enthusias-

tic and energetic participation
which clearly bore testimony to
the fact that ‘the doors of the
school are just closed, the school
actually resides in their hearts.’

The virtual sports meet
had two categories- yoga dis-
play and performance based on
fun sports activities focusing
on body balancing, toning mus-
cles development of sensory
motor skills etc. The students
demonstrated their incredible
mental agility, power of con-
centration, physical fitness and
prowess through the various
fun-filled games like crab walk,
push up and sit up, frog jump,
collect the marbles, bursting
the balloons, balancing the bot-
tle and a lot more. The multi-
farious activities were as-
signed considering their age-
appropriateness and the posi-

tive spirit of the students helped them
embrace the challenges with gusto.
They could entice all and sundry
through their impeccable dexterity.

The process of preparation and se-
lection was quite an arduous one. At the
first stage, the students were asked to
send their videos and the short listed ones
were screened on 21st January, 2022 from
which the students securing the first
three positions in each category level wise
were selected through careful scrutiny.

‘’Winner never Quits and Quitter

never Wins’’ being the catch line of the
Virtual Sports Meet, B.D.M.I. whole-
heartedly acknowledged the spirit of
participation. On 28th January, at the
end of the meet, the names of the win-
ners along with their photographs were
displayed through slides and all the par-
ticipants and the winners were given 
e-certificates too as tokens of

encouragement.
The Virtual Meet concluded with the

tune of the School Song championing the
spirit of togetherness. The vote of thanks
was proposed by a tiny tots. The Man-
agement of B.D.M.I. expressed gratitude
to all the stakeholders through the offi-
cial social media page for making this
event a grand success.

https://forms.gle/N34wewN4tQmYa8u18
http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2022/3/2022_3$file20_Mar_2022_202328887.pdf


Q1:
”Electra Gold Cup” is
associated with which sports?

a. Lawn Tennis

b. Table Tennis

c. Badminton

d. Football

Q2:
In which of the following
sports is the Decision

Referral System used?         
a. Hockey

b. Tennis

c. Chess

d. Cricket

Q3:
How many Red Balls are used
in the game of snooker?

a. 13   b. 15   c. 17   d. 20

Q4:
Which of the following

stadiums in India was the

first to host a Test match in

independent India?

a. Gymkhana Ground, Mumbai

b. Feroz Shah Kotla, Delhi

c. Eden Gardens, Kolkata

d. M A Chidambaram Stadium, Chennai

Q5:
When was the concept of

“Green Olympics”

developed and put into practice?

a. 2008

b. 2004

c. 2000

d. 2016

Q6:
Rassie van der Dussen

has the highest average

in ODIs. What is his average? 

a. 60.5   b. 75.2   c. 82.3   d. 55.8

Q7:
Which country is the

birthplace of basketball? 

a. Canada

b. Ireland

c. United States of America

d. Belgium

Q8:
Which of the Laws of

Cricket, cites the size of a

cricket bat?  

a. Law 40

b. Law 10

c. Law 8

d. Law 5

Q9:
Which professional boxer

was nicknamed the “Kid

Dynamite”?

a. Muhammad Ali

b. Mike Tyson

c. Joe Frazier

d. James Toney
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 

Q1) b Table Tennis 

Q2) d Cricket 

Q3) b 15

Q4) b Feroz Shah Kotla, Delhi 

Q5) c 2000

Q6) b 75.2

Q7) c United States of America 

Q8) d Law 5

Q9) b Mike Tyson

Rassie van

der Dussen

W
ith its last pair at
the crease and
with steady rain
falling over Eden
Park, defending

champion England held its nerve
to beat New Zealand by one
wicket Sunday in a match be-
tween teams down to their last
chance at the Women’s Cricket
World Cup.

England came into the match
with only one win from four match-
es in the eight-team round-robin;
New Zealand had two wins from
five matches. Neither could afford
another loss in a virtual knock-out
match between teams desperate to
reach the semifinals.

From the start there was dra-
ma. New Zealand managed only
203 after being sent in on a premi-
um batting wicket. Australia had
scored 280-4 to beat India’s 277-7 on
the same pitch a day earlier.

Comfortable win
And England seemed heading

for a comfortable win with vice-cap-
tain Nat Sciver 61 not out and lead-
ing its carefully measured run
chase. Showers scudded across
through most of the second half of
England’s innings and it was most
in command if the match was halt-

ed and result was decided under
the Duckworth-Lewis system.

Sciver was out when England
was 187-6 in the 44th over, seem-
ingly cruising to victory with only
17 runs needed and four wickets
in hand. But England’s run chase
almost came unstuck in the dra-
matic final overs.

The rain gave new life to the
pitch, the ball began to skid and
batting became more precarious.
England lost Sophie Ecclestone
with 12 runs needed, Kate Cross

with 10 runs required and
Katherine Brunt in a

desperate run out
eight runs from vic-
tory. That brought
Anya Shrubsole to
the wicket to join
Charlie Dean who

had been a hero when
England bowled.

Tragic injury
New Zealand had lost its

captain Sophie Devine to an

injury while batting and its lead-
ing bowler Lea Tahuhu to injury
while bowling, leaving it effectively
two bowlers short. Brooke Halli-
day, who hadn’t bowled previous-
ly at the World Cup, bowled the last
two balls of Tahuhu’s fifth over
when she was forced from the field
with a hamstring injury. Halliday
came under more pressure than
she could have anticipated when
stand-in captain Amy Satterth-
waite was forced to call on her to
bowl the 48th over.

Joyous celebration
Shrubstole struck her first ball

through cover for four and took a
single from the next ball to clinch
England’s win with 16 balls re-
maining. Sciver, in the pavilion,
joined a joyous celebration as Eng-
land kept its title hopes alive with
two matches remaining. England
had been in a strong position when
Sciver and captain Heather Knight
put on 45 for the third wicket to
leave England 98-3. AP

I
ndia’s Lakshya Sen will
face Danish top seed Vik-
tor Axelsen in the men’s

All England Open final after
beating Malaysia’s Lee Zii Jia
on Saturday.

Sen battled to a thrilling
21-13, 12-21, 21-19 victory agai-
nst defending champion Lee.
The 20-year-old rising star, a
World Championships bronze
medallist, is just the fourth In-
dian man to make the All Eng-
land final.

“I’m happy that I got the
crucial points. It’s a dream and
now there’s one more match to
go, so I will keep my focus and
prepare for tomorrow,” Sen sa-
id. “Towards the end I was try-
ing to play one point at a time
and not thinking of other th-
ings, that I was about to make
the final or anything like that.

“Those thoughts were
coming in, but I was trying to
stay focused.” In the other

semi-final, Axelsen powered
to a 21-13, 21-15 win over Tai-
wan’s Chou Tien-chen.

World number one Tai
Tzuying was shocked by South
Korea’s An Se-young 21-19, 21-
13 in the women’s semi-finals.
Tai, a three-time All England
winner, was soundly beaten in
just 40 minutes by the world
number four. An will face
Japan’s Akane Yamaguchi in
Sunday’s final after she edged
Chinese third seed Chen Yu
Fei 21-11, 21-13. AFP

LAKSHYA SEN
TO FACE AXELSEN IN ALL

ENGLAND OPEN FINAL
ENGLAND EDGE OUT NEW ZEALAND

DEFENDING CHAMPIONS HOLD NERVE TO

WIN BY ONE WICKET

Heather

Knight

Lakshya Sen
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Every batsman surveys the field before taking strike, and usually the

fielders get imprinted on his mind. They can almost see every fielder in their

mind’s eye. But in my head, I don’t see the fielders. I only see the gaps!

Ricky Ponting, Australian cricketer MONDAY, MARCH 21, 2022

I didn’t realize how

much it was 

raining until I got

off the pitch. The rain

changed the pitch a 

little bit and added a bit

of pace in it. It really

changed the match for us

NAT SCIVER

C
helsea continued to make light of their
off-pitch turmoil with another im-
pressive display on it as they reached
the FA Cup semi-finals with a 2-0 vic-
tory at Middlesbrough on Saturday.
First-half goals by Romelu Lukaku
and Hakim Ziyech knocked the stuff-

ing out of second-tier Middlesbrough who had elimi-
nated Manchester United and Tottenham Hotspur in
previous rounds. Lukaku tapped in Mason Mount’s
low cross after 15 minutes before Ziyech fired home 16
minutes later.

RAUCOUS SUPPORT
Middlesbrough were given raucous support inside

the Riverside Stadium but never really looked capable
of troubling the visitors who were always in control.
Chelsea, the object of several buyout bids, are operat-
ing under a special licence from the British govern-
ment after Russian owner Roman Abramovich was hit
with sanctions following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Only a few hundred Chelsea fans were inside the
stadium - a consequence of restrictions on them sell-
ing tickets - but they could at least celebrate their team
reaching the semis for the fifth time in six seasons.
Since Abramovich announced that he was putting the
European champions up for sale on March 2 after 19
trophy-laden years, it has been very much business as
usual on the pitch. They have won all six fixtures since,
the latest win coming the day after a deadline for bids
to buy the club.

CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
Despite the distractions, manager Thomas

Tuchel has remained focused on winning
games, and the performance of his players on

Saturday was clinical. “We were very focused and very
serious. We showed the quality at decisive moments,”
the German said.

“The effort was huge and we never let them get a
foot into the door after the two early goals. It was a des-
erved win.” “Nothing we can do will change the situati-
on and we accept that it’s not in our hands, but what is
in our hands is setting an example and staying focused.”

CRITICISED CHELSEA
Chelsea had attracted criticism in midweek for

asking for the match to be played without fans to en-
sure “sporting integrity” in light of them not being
able to sell tickets. They later retracted that request,
and the Riverside was rocking before kickoff.

But when Mount was allowed to advance down
the left and then delivered a slide rule cross to al-
low Lukaku to tap home, the odds always looked
stacked against Boro. AP
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Chelsea’s Hakim Ziyech (R) celebrates scoring their second

goal with Romelu Lukaku

Players maintain their on-field focus amid troubling period for club

ARSENAL BACK IN CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

I
n the Premier League, Bukayo Saka’s

30th minute goal gave Arsenal 1-0

win away to Aston Villa. It’s looking

more and more likely that Arsenal will

be back in the Champions League

next season.

A 1-0 win at Aston Villa saw Arsenal

move four points clear of fifth-place

Manchester United in the race to

finish in the Premier League’s top

four. Arsenal has a game in hand,

too. Bukayo Saka scored the

30th-minute winner _ for his ninth

league goal this season _ by latching onto a

ball that was weakly cleared by the Villa

defense and lashing a low first-time shot

past unsighted goalkeeper Emiliano

Martinez from the edge of

the area.

Arsenal was in control for

most of the lunchtime game at Villa

Park, despite the short turnaround

from its loss to Liverpool on

Wednesday night _ a schedule

that had annoyed 

manager Mikel Arteta.

Bukayo

Saka
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Chelsea’s Belgian striker Romelu Lukaku

scores the opening goal of the English FA

cup quarter-final football match between

Middlesbrough and Chelsea
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